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About This Game

An action-packed strategy game of galactic conquest! Welcome to a new experience in gameplay and battle your way through a
series of devastating space feuds, for supremacy across the universe. Unleash your firepower and launch an arsenal of special

attacks to destroy the enemy.

Explore the galaxy and distant constellations, where resources, new life forms and fearsome adversaries abound. Destroy your
opponents with lasers and missiles, along with a dozen special attacks and weapons you can earn through mining and search for

life mini games.
Place spaceships in combat formation at the battlefront, keeping in mind that the vulnerable and missile attack ships, should be
positioned behind the stronger crafts that are equipped with lasers and abundant health points, in order to engage the enemy and

withstand attacks that would otherwise destroy inferior spaceships. When all the crafts of either opposing fleet have been
destroyed, the battle is over.

If you win, but have damaged crafts, return to the nearest base and mobilise available ships for the next mission. As the game
progresses, depending on your leadership status, you have the option of selecting up to four spaceships with different abilities in

every space station and a total of six in battle formation.
Each spaceship can be upgraded by collecting experience points during combat. The current status is denoted by rank signs.

Ships with more experience can withstand greater damage and deliver more powerful hits.

The scan button helps detect resources, which can be found by scanning and mining different sectors of the galaxy. Collecting
crystals is strategically essential, because special weapons cannot be acquired without them. Without these special weapons, you

will be incapable of completing specific missions.
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There are three types of crystals and their various combinations are required for special attacks. Use the crafting system in space
stations to create the sort of crystal needed for the desired weapon.

The search for life will grant you life points. While claiming life points, you will get promotions with rewards and additional
crystals.

Engage in one-on one battles and lead your mother-ship against the enemy's. The battle of the mother-ship is a turn based card
collision. The results of all mother-ship battles can be tracked in the space base Hall of fame panel, where your rank is

displayed.
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Title: Spaceforce Constellations
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Dreamatrix
Publisher:
Dreamatrix
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor: 1000 MHz Pentium or AMD equivalent

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 Compatible Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English
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Cute graphics, music, and narration

But its a very shallow game,. Super short campaign then you do single player that's pretty much it.
Absurd pricing for DLC which only adds playable tribe and not the story.
If you want CIV for preschooler level then it's for you. What is JUJU, other than a badass bongo playing panda?

Like the store describes, it's a platformer featuring an adorable cast of animals, that make music, while engaging in their
platforming queste of collecting everything that can be collected.

My playtime on JUJU is not the highest, I have not yet completed the game either. However I have finished the first world
segment, engaged in boss fights, played bongos, learned how to fly and managed to get a grasp that's good enough for a first
impression.

Mind you, this review is personal bound, you may agree or disagree, I speak for no-one but myself.

What does JUJU right?

+ JUJU's levels are relatively short, this however is not a bad thing but makes it ideal for a game you just pick up and play for a
short while till you've got your fill. It also helps that the levels are relatively short as you have portals in each level that can only
be attempted once during a given run.

+ JUJU's world is a beautiful, vibrantly coloured world that really comes to life with all the critters wandering around in it. The
use of colour also engages the player in exploring each nook and cranny for portals or other little secrets.

+ Music, while I've heard the same music being played over again, it doesn't hinder or get annoying. It's quiet fitting with the
theme of the game and the level design.

+ Difficulty, the game gives you an initial laydown of the controls in the very first level you enter, however after that it's
reduced to a minimal popup of explanations (I recall having seen one after defeating a boss). The game introduces new hazards,
new enemies, new interactive platforms gradually while playing through a level. It also does this in a way that you don't get
overwhelmed.

+ Enemies, there are plenty of them, they look different, they have their own unique little thing. Stomping crabs is all fun and
games, getting needles in your fluffy behind from a hedgehog costs you a life!

+ Drop-in \/ Drop-out Co-Op. No need to do it at the start of a level or at a checkpoint, you can do it at any given time.

What has bothered me about JUJU so far?

- Camera, while I'd say the camera is your buddy 90% of the time, there are moments where it seems to have somewhat of a
difficulty keeping up with your character, this can lead to cringe worthy deaths that could have been easily avoided. Granted the
levels are short so you don't lose a whole lot of progress, everything you did in between checkpoints has to be done over though.

- Relatively short, the game seems to be relatively short. I've completed the first world and my progress is at 23%. Looking at
the background in the menu I'm going ahead and assume there are 4 worlds total. While there is some replayabillity, their isn't
much to do in a level once you have completed it.

Do I recommend this game? Yes.
Do I recommend it for it's current price? If you're out for a quick platformer fix that can be played solo or in co-op without
expacting anything of extraordinary length, yes.. Nice little platformer. easy to master with some tricky situations.
rising lava level...check
 water level....check
 air level....check
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ha its all there
what even are those purple things and why are those fish like beasts from hell.. This game is beautiful, the CGs probably are the
best I've seen in all the VNs I play. The music is so endearing and calming I find myself leaving the game on while doing other
stuff just for them soundtracks. I also like how the choices you make in this game don't affect your affinity with any of the two
girls(Mayuri and Rikka) but rather help build Suoh character for certain events(ending) to happen. The game do have puzzles
that require detective skills, first two puzzles are difficult if you are not Japanese so I have to google them but the last 2 are
feasible and I have fun solving them.The characters may appear to be your generic anime girl but the game gives them enough
character trait that distinguishes them from regular trope. Out of the two routes, I find Mayuri to be the better one because it
seems more positive and natural considering Suoh's purpose for entering the academy.

If I have any complaints for this VN is that there are some visible grammar and spelling error that had me confuse but they don't
appear often enough to ruin my enjoyment. Some of the Rikka vs Mayuri choices don't make alot of sense to me. Also when
you replay the game for Rikka, there aren't a whole lot of new contents since the 2 routes are very identical but I do appreciate
the extra scenes with the side characters in this route.

If you are looking for a good yuri VN or just some angsty highschool drama, I recommend buying this. The price tag seems to
be steep considering all you do is click and read but trust me the artwork and soundtrack make it worth every cent.
. This game gives us a pretty straightforward explaination why doors have locks. It also teaches us the hardships of living in a
surveillance state.
Call it my bad taste if you want, but I just love the idea the game is based on. I only wish that they would make an official 18+
patch that makes the pictures more... ahem... worthy of hiding them from the dad.
It's comprehensible that they had to make the pictures less kinky, because Steam would not allow the game to be published
otherwise. But that's the reason why such official patches exist in the first place. So that the users can apply them AFTER they
have downloaded the game from Steam in order to get the full experience and play the game the way it's actually intended to be
played.
And Steam does not seem to have any problem with the existence of such patches als long as Steam doesn't have to distribute
them.
I mean if you're just gonna torture us like that (with a constant fear of loosing all the progress at any possible second) then at
least give us something good to look at. Something that is worth all that suffering.
Damn does my finger hurt. It's not what you're thinking. I just had to click like crazy only to loose all my progress at level 5
because the time ran out.. Great game once again from MCF. It did take a few puzzles to really get into the flow of the new
game style but it was incredibly enjoyable. Also kudos to Big Fish for all the nostalgia in this game it was a great trip down
memory lane (extra kudos for the peg leg!!). Only complaint is how short the game was, then again I just never want these
games to end!

Absolutely loved the story line and ending for the game!. So I bought the game and beaten it. It took me 40 minutes. For
3,39\u20ac, is it worth.

NO. It doesn't even have trading cards.

The game is too short for it's price, it haves dumb zombie AI and is very poorly optimized, partly due to lack of graphic options.
However, this on one of better GameGuru games on Steam. Level design seem consistent, the game is not 10 minutes long and
the graphic is pretty good, even on lowest settings.

3\/10. Cute game, Good time waster. The music is pretty nice and good for listening.
\ud83c\udf20\ud83c\udf20\ud83c\udf20\ud83c\udf20. I started playing Fiesta right back in the OBT on Outspark nearly ten
years ago. It was a very pretty game even if the first thing I did was rage quit after fifteen minutes of not finding a single
monster. But after an hour being offline and realising I was looking in the wrong place, I got into the game. I got very much into
the game; making new friends and beating up crap all the time was a hoot.

If you want a representation of how I see the game, then consider WOW, consider a less complicated and more enjoyable
WOW and you're well on the way. I'm sure it's trying to emulate the Blizzard behemoth, and yes it does it rather well and doesn't
need the crazy subscription fee! But the game leans heavily on teamwork. Me a Brit and OutSpark an American company with
American players and those whom have a lot more time, money and an inclination to spend time in the game made it hard for
me, personally, to compete... so I quit around level 66 or so; with a cap of 79, I suppose I did myself out of an achievement.
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BOOOOO!

Then Gamigo announced that they were stepping in with the same game for all the European Fiestophiles. I can't say whether it
was a good thing they did or not; but I'd say it was good because the servers were now closer, meaning less drag on bandwidth
and delays in getting stuff done, but bad because there were naff all other players as the game was so damn new to them, and old
to OutSpark! Plus with them not moving accounts from one company to another, obvious reasons of privacy, you had to start
again at level 1!

So I bit the bullet. Met even more friends and again got up to level 60 or so before... well something happened, I can't say what
it was, life if you will. A company called fkmylife at the time approached me to GM and code for their own copy of Fiesta, so I
jumped at the idea, and for a time all was good.

Then poo hit fans. Gamigo got hacked, Outspark went under and Gamigo took it over and now we're in 2017.

I was amazed when I saw the game on Steam, so I wondered whether it was a good idea to download it or not. Turns out; no.
The game servers, rather the English game servers were barren when I logged back in. No merchents, no players, none of the
banter I remember and of text scrolling so fast through chatlogs that you could miss out on a conversation. It made me sad and it
made me depressed.

So, the tl;dr of all this; it's a good game, we just need something of a resurgance in the player base, but as it's going to be a good
ten years old soon, I remember playing it at university and now I'm 30, maybe newer games are taking it over. I would love to
see it back in its glorious days again. Going online today was just depressing.

In closing, I could recommend it because of what it is, I'm not going to recommend it because of the lack of community.
However, do have a play; get your friends in it, and if you want to have a party with me any time, I have a level 66 character
(BOOO! UNDERLEVELLED!) and can always pop in for an hour or so on occasions.

Peace to all.

P.s. Steam requires me to give it a yay or nay, so it's a ... no.. One of the best puzzle games I've ever played, with a great
difficulty curve that starts with simple concepts (moving items, using chests, moving chests into chests) and slowly builds up
more and more clever ways to manipulate the structure of the levels.

The nature of recursion leads to pretty complex and confusing levels, but the game does a great job of showcasing the basic
mechanics in introductory levels, challenges the player in the last rooms of a level, and finishes off with really devious tricks in
some of the secret areas.

There's fan-made content now too (the Ice Palace DLC), which looks really well made, and extremely challenging!
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I was expecting a lewd Harvest Moon or a Stardew Valley but all I got was this T-shirt saying "dumbass.". Well, it's a nice little
game. Colourful graphics, good soundtrack. Good for some spare-time fun.... NOTE: Review is complete now. Played
through the game in its entirety. Additions are in italics.

First things first, the price is right. Regardless of quality, you can seldom go wrong when you see a price like this. The
art style of the game is fantastic. It's not something I'd expect from a game with a price tag this low.

The second thing I noticed is the music. I spent some time sitting at the main menu eating my lunch before I got into
playing, just listening to the music. Many people don't realize it, but music is a very important aspect to both film and
games, and it helps set the mood. XCOM, for example. in the height of combat, features a pounding bassline.
Depending on your preference, Antisquad one-ups it, opting for a full symphony orchestra, to accomplish the same
thing and more.

Third, the game sets you off with an optional tutorial, making it easy for players new to the genre to pickup the game
and get playing. Many of the old games in the genre don't do much in the way of training, and instead require you to
read through enormous manuals (think X-com UFO Defense and Jagged Alliance 2),

Alright, first off, this game utlizes the Action Point system, like Jagged Alliance and X-Com: UFO Def, it does not use
movement style of XCOM:EU\/EW, which makes perfect sense, certain classes would be hilariously
over\/underpowered otherwise. Speaking of classes, there are eight characters to choose from, making up five different
classes (the classes that double-up have unique abilities which make them different than the character who shares its
class), and all of them have their place. Squad size is limited to three, as a result, different character combinations will
all yield extremely different styles of play.

As for general play itself, there is no hit\/miss system, nor cover system. So when it comes to tactical elements, your
options are to just skirt outside enemy sight range, and to kite the enemy. You have vision over entire map, which allows
you to set a plan of attack, and a plan is definitely needed. Enemies, as far as I can tell, have comparable stats, the only
advantages you have are your unique character abilities, and the ability to revive your fallen allies. Needless to say, these
advantages are absolutely critical to mission success, due to the fact that on the hardest difficulty, hell, you are hilariously
outnumbered and outgunned.

As for character progression, you earn gold with the completion of each mission and for each enemy you kill. (Be warned, if
you fail a mission you may actually lose gold, so avoid biting off more than you can chew, and keep to the lower difficulties
at first if you just want to progress through the game). With you gold you can upgrade your characters' weapons, armor, as
well as individual stats, such as health, number of actions points, etc. It can also be used to purchase consumables such as
health packs, temporary stat boosts, etc.

Complaints

One of my minor complaints with the game thus far, is the inability to alter the control scheme in-game. The game currently
offers a launcher in which you can adjust video quality, resolution, and your controls, but nothing the actual game has been
launched.

Another problem I have is that you can get gold by posting on twitter and facebook. The game doesn't go out of its way to
shove twitter and facebook integration down your throat, it just mentions it casually, but I tend to dislike games that provide
advantages by using social media. (Though I can't blame the developers wanting to get the word out about their game!)

After progressing through the game, the quality of dialogue has deteriorated immensely. Some games I play for the story,
others for the gameplay, some for both. This game falls more in the middle of those three categories, so it's not an end-all.
The game tries to have a story, and it's not too difficult to make sense of, it's just not put together very well in that regard,
though it can very easily be fixed in later patches.

Having beaten the game on "Hell" difficulty (the hardest difficulty), there needs to be an additional difficulty unlocked
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once you've beaten all missions on "Hell", it's just too easy once your squad is upgraded. Every single mission is effortless,
with the exception of one, Losing Control. That mission is absurdly difficult, even with a fully upgraded squad. If every
mission were around that level of difficulty on the next difficulty setting, the game would be incredibly challenging.

Lastly, there are bugs here and there, which is to expected in beta. I haven't encountered any bugs in actual gameplay, only in
the menus, which is great, as it hasn't impeded my gameplay. The bug: skills and stats can be upgraded. Action points can be
upgraded 8 times, +5 each time. I believe I was only able to upgrade it 7 times on one character, yet it yielded +10 on one
upgrade, so technically the end result was the same, just getting there was just quicker. I have encountered another bug which
does effect character stats: if you have a soldier with an upgraded weapon and\/or armor, and they drop into a bleedout,
upon revival they lose the stats from the items for the remainer of the mission (though this makes perfect sense and is fair
were it intended).

tl;dr All in all, it's a fun game, with lots of replayability. If you're even the slightest bit interested in the genre, you can't go
wrong with picking this up, especially for the price. Hell, I've already spent 20 hours on the game, a 1:5 dollars spent:hours
played ratio. I definitely got my moneys worth, even if I am mostly done playing the game until the next update.. Great
Game! It's just a shame that the controller support is a bit messed up!
. Controls are broken to the point that the game is unplayable. Screen modes are 640x480 and 1024x768. (That's it.)
Fullscreen disables aero and resizes the desktop, which scrambles my desktop organization.

It's 2015. This\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is not \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing acceptable, and this title is
the last straw. I've filed for a refund and will never again purchase a game from ASTRO PORT. It's just overwhelmingly
clear that they simply don't give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about their work.. Absolute kino.

Update 26.4.2018: The game now has official English localization and rest of the story spellcards have been added. The
netcode is still trash.

Update 13.5.2018: I played through the whole story now that it's complete. The English localization has some minor problems
but I understood the plot. I really like the game now, but I still can't recommend it because the netplay is (still) horrendous.
Waiting for those netcode patches, Tasofro.

At the current state? No, I'm not recommending it. The game just has too many problems right now, including missing
spellcards in the story mode, missing sprites, and ♥♥♥♥♥♥ netcode. These are the current problems. Tasofro released the
game incomplete (they mentioned this before releasing) with the idea of updating it later on. So if we ignore the bugs that
(hopefully) are fixed soon, let's take a look at some other problems. The maximum resolution is 1280x720. Yes, really. They
couldn't even bother with 1920x1080. Now this might sound like nitpicking, but I'm sure more options wouldn't hurt. Alt-
tabbing from fullscreen will put the game back to windowed, which is not really a problem, you can just press Alt+Enter to
get back to fullscreen.

This is easily my favorite floater out of the three (13.5, 14.5, 15.5). I think the story is interesting, and if you want to support
ZUN and play some casual fightan, go for it.

And lastly, for the GNU/Linux folks out there, it works fine with Wine.[appdb.winehq.org]
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